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There Are No “Statute of Limitations”  
On FRAUD! 

Part 15 
  
 
 

 
 
 In a parallel investigation conducted by American Intelligence Media with Thomas Payne 
and Betsey, they have released a 3-part video expose on former FBI Director James Comey.  The 
headline of their post is “Citizens Charge James Comey with 28 Counts of Treason” released on 
February 17, 2019.  In a previous chapter of this series, I noted that former CIA Director and 
former FBI Director John Brennan are or were first on a lengthy list of those to be prosecuted.    
 
 In February 2017 American Intelligence Media posted an article listing James Comey's 
28 treasonous crimes. At this one year anniversary, they are reposting the article, adding audio 
commentary by Douglas and Tyla Gabriel.  Douglas and Tyla Gabriel began a few years ago 
began posting under the pen name of Thomas Payne and Betsy.  They are retired school 
teachers and represent a strong team of investigators and researchers, working to expose evil 
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in the land.  They post almost daily a video dealing with one or more aspects of the threats 
against our President Donald J. Trump.  Their site is an essential source of truth in the war 
between good and evil.   
 
 Their audios contain a scroll of popular memes. If these distract you while listening to 
the discussion, minimize your screen or look away. Feel free to snippet, load, and fire individual 
memes through your social media network.  Douglas and Betsy, and their conclave of senior 
citizens have presented the most exhaustive crimes of Treason against for FBI Director James B. 
Comey and this segment really speaks to the corruption of the Presidency of Barack Hussein 
Obama and what everyone thought would be his successor.  God delivered us from their 
planned 16-years of destroying America. 
 

 
 

 
We the People Make Official Charges of 28 Counts of Treason 

 
 The Anonymous Patriots have written extensively about Comey and Mueller’s crimes, 
but this is the first time we are listing crimes they have committed under the protection of 
“National Security” which were, in fact, crimes against America. With this internet posting, We 
the People are officially charging them with these crimes and we demand that military tribunals 
be set up to prosecute these traitors. 
 
 After you read this, please make your own official charge to the appropriate authorities 
for those listed in this citizen intelligence report. Make sure to send a copy to the Department 
of Justice and the White House. Please forward this link through your social media networks to 
wake up other patriots. 
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 Many of these crimes have been reported on extensively by the American Intelligence 
Media. A suggested reading list is attached at the bottom of the report. 
 

Comey’s Spies – Mueller’s Lies 
 
 When you say the Mueller Investigation, please remember it is actually the Comey 
Investigation to Impeach as it was called by Peter Strzok and Lisa Page, two of the key FBI 
members of a team that Comey led through Bill Priestap’s counterintelligence department 
which is protected by a “National Security” blanket that allows them to conduct top secret 
“operations.” 
 
 From July, 2015, on to this day, Trump has been under attack from the small group, the 
Trump operation, the secret society, the investigation to impeach, the Carter Page Dossier 
group, the George Papadopoulos FBI Counterintelligence operation, as it was called by Peter 
and Lisa in the 372’s of the 50,000 text messages released so far. 
 
 Peter and Lisa went on to lead the Mueller Investigation which was also aided and 
supported by other members of the Investigation to Impeach, which essentially became a 
group we call The Leaders of the Coup d'etat, or the Treasonous Traitors. Any name you give 
this group, it is still a witch-hunt that has turned into a George Soros style Regime Change. 
 
 Most people don’t understand that the Mueller Investigation to Overthrow a Sitting 
President, is slowing down because Mueller and Comey have been so desperate to cover their 
criminal trails that they have made horribly stupid mistakes all along the path to STOP TRUMP 
at any cost. Now, their continuing efforts have become TREASON against the United States of 
America. 
 
 This is a very large conspiracy, the like of which America has never seen before. When 
we simply list the criminals that have already been fingered, the seeming just outcome would 
place two past-presidents in jail. This is clearly evident in Susan Rice’s text message discovered 
and released by the Senator Grassley that shows Susan writing an alibi for herself that also 
clearly shows that Obama, Biden, Sally Yates, and Susan herself were all fully aware that Comey 
was conducting a coordinated attack against Trump with the fake Christopher Steele Dossier. 
 
 They all knew that the Dossier was paid for by John Podesta and the Democratic 
National Committee (DNC) and Hillary Clinton’s Victory campaign through Marc Elias to Fusion 
GPS. 
 
 In December of 2015, when the Democratic National Committee’s server and emails 
were “breached” not “hacked”, John Podesta realized what was inside of those messages and 
he knew he needed an alibi. Wikileaks shows the Hillary campaign had done an assessment of 
her weak points and the one that would “take her down” was her connection to the Russians, 
especially her criminal participation in Uranium One. 
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 Thus, the DNC made a plan that involved James Comey running a multi-prong attack 
against Trump accusing Trump of being in collusion with Putin personally and demonstrating 
that Putin is interfering in the presidential election to help Trump win. 
 

The bigger the lie – the easier it is to believe it. 
 
 We have seen this happen with the FBI undercover agent who busted the Uranium One 
criminal take-over of American uranium and the subsequent pay-offs to Hillary & Bill. The 
scheme the DNC concocted was amazingly bold and filled with disinformation and spin. James 
Comey threw every resource he had available to him at the FBI at the smear campaign against 
Trump. 
 

 
 
 Here is a list of crimes Comey committed in his attempt to help Hillary and Podesta win 
the White House and continue the Obama dismantling and fleecing of America. 
 
1. Around December 15, 2016 - Comey responses to Podesta and Hillary and joins the DNC 
efforts to create a “cover story” for both the recent DNC server and email breaches and the 
need to create a narrative that covers Hillary’s Russian associations and the Uranium One pay-
offs. Remember that Comey and Mueller are part of the Uranium One criminal assault on 
American uranium resources. Mueller carried yellow cake uranium to Putin for Hillary before 
Putin would agree to buy Uranium One through Rosatom. 
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2. The DNC, with the help of Alexandra Chalupa, decides to have her friend from the Atlantic 
Council, Dimitri Alperovitch come and “place” Russian hacking footprints in the DNC server to 
blame the “hacking” on Russians who are trying to support Trump. 
  
3. Alexandra Chalupa offers to return to Ukraine and create a “ledger” that proves that Paul 
Manafort took $27 million in illegal payments for the work he did in Ukraine for Viktor 
Yanukovych when Manafort worked for him as a lobbyist. Podesta & Hillary knew that Roger 
Stone, Paul Manafort’s partner in the most powerful lobbyist group in Washington D. C., had 
already groomed Trump to become president and they had to take out both Stone and 
Manafort – and eventually did just that. 
  
4. Comey creates the Russian Dossier Plan (Page Dossier) which would utilize his long-time FBI 
undercover employee, Carter Page as the fall-guy who supposedly was indicated as the go-
between for Trump and Putin. According to the Page Dossier, Page will get paid money from a 
Russian oil company and Trump will be paid through Alpha Bank in Russian by Putin-friendly 
oligarchs who will also be implicated in election “meddling” that supports Trump and harms 
Hillary. 
  
5. Comey targets Manafort in the Page Dossier because Comey knows that Manafort has been 
under investigation by the FBI, CIA, ODNI and US Treasury OIA since 2005, and it will be easy to 
use FBI resources to “surveil” Trump through the already existing warrants being used to 
monitor Paul Manafort 24/7. 
 
6. Comey gets a FISA warrant on Carter Page by using a FISA Title-I warrant claiming that Carter 
Page is a known Russian spy. This gives Comey complete surveillance of the Trump team once 
Page joins the Trump team in January of 2016. Roger Stone and Manafort were on board with 
making Trump president from the beginning. Manafort is the “President Maker” who ran the 
campaign financing for Ford, Reagan, and Bush Sr. and then successfully got Trump through the 
Electoral College vote when many thought Trump would not make it. Hillary used Podesta, the 
other “President Maker” who runs the second most powerful lobbyist group in D. C., the 
Podesta Group, which collapsed under Mueller’s investigation because Tony Podesta was found 
to be as guilty as Manafort and Gates. 
  
7. Comey opens an extensive FBI investigation into Donald Trump and his father’s backgrounds. 
This report was posted on the FBI site for a short time and it stated there was no dirt found on 
the Trump family. Comey struck out on this one and knew he had to take his game up a notch. 
  
8. Comey calls in his rear-guard, good ole Felix Sater, a criminal Russian Comey has made an 
undercover agent long ago after Felix almost killed a person in a NYC bar-room fight. Sater has 
been convicted multiple times since becoming an FBI stooge. Felix penetrated the Trump camp 
when Mueller first heard Trump might run in 2000 when Roger Stone and others encouraged 
him to do so. Felix brought Trump Russian investors for the Trump Soho Towers and Felix has 
been foisting himself upon Trump ever since. Felix has been used repeatedly by Comey/Mueller 
over the years though it doesn’t seem to reach the news nor has Felix been questioned by the 
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Mueller Investigation to Impeach Team. Felix Sater is the definition of Russian Meddling in the 
Election. 
  
9. Comey had Felix Sater on June 9, 2016, set up the “fake opposition research” meeting with 
Natalia Veselnitskaya, Rinat Akhmetshin, Rob Goldstone, Ike Kaveladze, and the Trump Team 
including Manafort through whose phone they surveilled the meeting. Comey worked with the 
State Department to let the Russian’s have a special visa – because Natalia, Rob, and Rinat were 
well-known Russian spies who were allowed into the country under false pretenses. This 
attempted entrapment of the Trump Team by Comey was obvious because the text messages 
and content of the meeting was “leaked” to the press shortly after. Trump Jr. quickly sent out 
all of the texts and was transparent about the silly meeting thus defusing yet another Comey 
attack. 
 
10. Comey had Felix Sater continue to involve the Trump team with anything Russian, including 
a trip to Moscow with two members of the Trump team to consider building a Trump Towers in 
Moscow, Georgia, and the Crimea. Nothing came of it. 
  
11. Comey approached and paid Franklin Foer, from Slate news agency, to supposedly “discover 
by accident” a direct line of communication between the “Trump Towers and Alpha Bank in 
Russia” that was supposedly sending money to Trump from three friends of Putin. Foer ran two 
articles as “October Surprises” to take down Trump at the last minute of the election with 
“proof” Trump was in bed with Putin. This “Trump Tower Server” was supposed to be the icing 
on the cake of the Page Dossier showing the big pay-off mechanism. 
 
12. On October 21, 2016 Comey gets the Page Dossier under false pretenses, lies, and a 
complex set of conspiracies. The Page Dossier is the “insurance policy” Strzok and Page text 
about that was the last resort to take Trump down and get Hillary elected. Comey came out 
immediately and debunked the Trump Tower server saying it was probably an advertisement 
campaign ran by a company for Trump that works in Florida and has nothing to do with Trump. 
Comey had to do this because Foer released too much information and used too many IT 
experts who eventually said it was fake. Comey had to distance himself from the Trump Towers 
server because that part of his Page Dossier got proven to be a fraud. 
 
13. The Page Dossier was never supposed to be published and that is why Comey worked 
through the number one propaganda group, Fusion GPS, a criminal cabal of x-journalists used 
by the most corrupt people in the world. Comey had Glen Simpson, one of the owners of 
Fusion, to work with Christopher Steele, the “Foreign Agent” x-British spy who compiled the 
Page Dossier from numerous sources and came to America to “brief” CNN, Washington Post, 
New York Times, Mother Jones, and Yahoo News (all complicit in the conspiracy) on the fake 
contents of the Dossier so they could run fake news stories. Steele testified in one on his four 
law suites concerning the Dossier that it was only meant for the eyes of his clients. His client 
was John Podesta’s DNC and Hillary’s Victory Campaign through Perkins Coie and Marc Elias (all 
complicit in the conspiracy). The “clients” of Steele’s Page Dossier at first claimed they knew 
nothing of the $12 million Page Dossier (which should be called the DNC Dossier) or who paid 
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for it – they perjured themselves in their testimony. When Buzzfeed, who was probably given a 
copy by John McCain, printed the Page Dossier, all hell broke loose and Comey lost control of all 
of his many fronts that were attacking Trump. Thus, Comey’s conspiracy turned into a mess. All 
of the plans were poorly thought out and pathetically executed and were considered just a 
“back up plan” because they were all quite certain that Hillary would win. 
 
14. Comey made sure the Sidney Blumenthal inspired and Cody Shearer created dossier 
(“Shearer Dossier”) got included into the Christopher Steele Page Dossier. This Shearer Dossier, 
combined what Burce Ohr (DoJ direct contact with Steele) got from his wife Nellie Ohr’s Fusion 
GPS “opposition research” into a “Fusion GPS Dossier” of its own. Comey made sure Bruce Ohr 
gave Steele a copy of the Fusion GPS Dossier as well as the previous DNC opposition research 
they had done on Trump before December 2015 – called the “DNC Server’s Trump Oppositional 
Research Folder”, which was released by Wikileaks. There was also the FBI research done on 
Trump in January, 2016, which we have mentioned above. That FBI file and another file from 
John Brennen, the person who admits to first receiving “intel” about Trump and Putin. Some 
claim Brennen spent $100,000.00 as an initial payment of $1 million for Trump opposition 
research which included an alleged video of Trump in a hotel room with prostitutes. No such 
tape ever surfaced. 
  
15. Comey helped the DNC, Hillary, and Christopher Steele to create the Page Dossier and set 
the wheels in motion to create a number of situations to “frame” the Trump Team with Russian 
connections, including: the Trump Towers server, getting the Russian spy Veselnitskaya (and 
company) into the country for the Trump Team entrapment and “framing”, Carter Page 
infiltrating the Trump Team, Alexandra Chalupa creating the Manafort fake ledger, Alperovitch 
planting the Russian footprints in the DNC server, Andrew McCabe’s release of M-13 gang 
members and the death of Seth Rich, arresting Yevgeniy Nikulin in Prague to set up Michael 
Cohen as bag-man for Putin pay-offs, FBI investigation of Trump and his father, Felix Sater’s 
many attempts to frame the Trump Team as Russian friendly, among other. 
 
16. Comey had Felix Sater (his Russian spy and undercover employ) accuse Michael D. Cohen, 
Trump’s lawyer, of brokering a plan to lift sanctions from Russian in an attempt to make Cohen 
appear Putin-friendly so that Comey’s Page Dossier could include references to Cohen. This 
letter about sanctions never existed but Sater spoke to the press about it numerous times 
trying to show that Cohen and he were ready to “lift sanctions”, the very phrase used to go 
after Michael Flynn who also was under a Comey surveillance warrant covering his 
communications because of his association with Turkey’s president and his frequent interviews 
on Russia Today (RT), an American-based Russian news agency where Flynn was a guest. Flynn 
went to Russia for a dinner honoring RT and he never filed as an agent working for a foreign 
country. Flynn’s consulting firm made the same mistake as Manafort and Gates and Tony 
Podesta by not filing.  
 
17. When the leaks came out – leaks created by Comey – the Trump Team made a copy of 
Michael Cohen’s passport available to the news to demonstrate that he had never been in 
Prague. Yevginy Nikulin was conveniently arrested in Prague after being hunted for a long time 
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because he had hacked Drop Box and Linked-In. Comey’s FBI team went to Prague twice to the 
prison to visit this hacker and offer him immunity and the witness protection program if he 
would “admit” to being the DNC hacker who was hacking to help Trump and harm Hillary 
directly for Vladimir Putin himself. Twice, Yevginy turned the offer down and then reported the 
scam to the news and had the proof to show the FBI was in the prison twice. Eventually, 
Steele’s Page Dossier names Aleksej Gubarev as the DNC hacker and now Gubarev is suing 
Steele in London and America. The Alpha Bank Russian oligarchs, Mikhail Fridman, Petr Aven, 
German Khan are also suing Steele. 
 
18. Comey engineered the entrapment and framing of George Papadopolous, the most junior 
member of the Trump Team who never even spoke with Trump, by enlisting a Russian agent 
named Joseph Mifsud in London and again in Italy in March of 2016. This agent, who meets 
directly with Putin each year as part of the club he promised to get George into, the Valdai 
Discussion Group, also introduced George to the “niece of Putin” who drew George into an 
entrapment of Russian espionage. George reported these meetings to his contact with the 
Trump Team and that was the end of his association with the Team. The Russian spies dangled 
the “missing Clinton emails” as bait for poor George. Of course, George got nothing but fired. 
Comey got a FISA Section 702 warrant on George in July of 2016. This was an FBI 
Counterintelligence Operation. George was not picked up and questioned until July 2017 – one 
full year after the warrant allowed Comey to spy on the Trump Team based upon the 
entrapment of George the Naïve. This warrant started as an illegal spying on the Trump Team 
and then was used to create the “Mueller Investigation to Impeach” and the continuing 
harassment of a sitting president. The FBI Counterintelligence Operation (Comey, McCabe, 
Priestab, Strzok, Page, Ohr, Baker, Carlan, Rosenstein, Lynch, Yates, Rice, Obama, Biden, etc.) 
was the same group that exonerated Hillary’s email crimes, the Clinton Foundation crimes, the 
Hillary’s Uranium One Emolument Clause crimes, the Hillary’s pay-to-play State Department 
crimes, the Huma’s email espionage, and much more that hasn’t come to light. 
 
19. Comey claims that the DNC is hacked in July, 2016, and Dmitri Alperovitch (a convicted 
Russian hacker turned FBI asset) discovers the supposed “Russian hacker footprints”, which in 
fact, he placed there when called by Alexandra Chalupa and Comey to analyze the breach in 
December, 2015. 
 
20. Comey creates another cover story for the DNC hacking by inventing Guccifer 2.0 who 
claimed to have hacked the DNC before the “Russians” got there. Dmitri and Guccifer 2.0 go 
through a public debate online and Guccifer 2.0 releases hacked information to prove his point. 
These hacks were nothing more than a cheap trick of rewriting what Wikileaks had already 
released. Guccifer then “hacks” the Democrats in Congress (DCCC) and George Soros’s Open 
Society Meetings (D. C. Leaks). None of the material released by Guccifer 2.0 is new or 
demonstrates Guccifer 2.0 was the hacker of the DNC. Comey claims that Guccifer 2.0 is a 
Russian hacker. Comey goes after Roger Stone and Trump in a ridiculous case involving Stone 
texting Guccifer 2.0. This, and other things, causes Stone to drop off the Trump Team making it 
necessary to now use Manafort more than ever. 
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21. Comey has Hillary text eight messages from July until the time of the debates accusing 
Trump of having Russian ties. During the debate, Hillary can’t stop saying that 17 US Intelligence 
Agencies all agree that Putin has meddled in the election for Trump. Actually, Eric Schmidt gave 
$1.5 billion dollars to the US Digital Service to create a digital war-room that coordinated the 
meddling directly from the White House in favor of Hillary. 
 
22. Comey uses the “small group” to rewrite his exoneration speech which subsumes the 
Department of Justice’s duty to proceed with the investigation of the crimes committed (with 
intent) by Hillary’s security violations and the espionage that accompany them. Comey’s entire 
team got to edit out the words that made it seem that Hillary had committed crimes. 
 
23. Comey covered for the Bill Clinton’s meeting with Loretta Lynch and even took it upon his 
self to pronounce Hillary clear of any criminal actions with emails, servers, foreign gifts, etc. 
 
24. Comey lied before congress continually throughout all of this conspiracy and then leaked 
false material to the press to harm Trump’s reputation and imply that Trump was guilty of some 
type of crime. Comey lied in three congressional hearings in a row and wrote letters to correct 
his testimony twice. 
 
25. Comey lied to the president three times telling him that he was not under investigation. 
Trump was the target of a “counter-intelligence operation”, not a criminal investigation just as 
Hillary was not under a criminal investigation, she was involved in “a matter” according to 
Loretta Lynch. 
 
26. Comey continued his counter-intelligence operation against a president-elect and then 
against a duly elected president. These are crimes that range up to the capital crimes of treason 
and sedition being carried out by the Director of the FBI and other agents. This is more than a 
conspiracy to “resist”, it is a complex attempted coup d'état. Comey, Mueller, and their gangs 
are “enemy combatants” and should be arrested first and then questioned. They have no rights 
after the conspiracy turned into a treasonous attack upon a sitting president. Mueller and his 
entire team know exactly what is going on and our complicit in these crimes. Their job was 
simply to defend themselves and hide the evidence that will put them in jail for life. And yes, 
there have been numerous attempted assassinations on Trump’s life that were foiled and no 
one was prosecuted. These attempts to assassinate a sitting president is all that is needed to 
demonstrate the seriousness of the coup de tat and the extent to which these criminals will go 
to overthrow the United States government from the inside. 
 
27. Comey perjured himself, exonerated Hillary, continued to attack Trump, continued to leak, 
continued to lie, and publicly was at “war” with Trump so that Trump would have to fire him 
simply because Comey was out of control. Once fired, as planned, Comey became the martyr of 
the Trump Resistance Movement. Comey then leaked his notes to the New York Times (as 
usual) and this leak got his best friend Mueller appointed by his second best friend Rosenstein 
to come and save Comey, start a special investigation, hide the evidence, and cover all the 
tracks. Comey essentially handed the Investigation to Impeach over to Mueller and it continues 
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to this day with nothing but embarrassing actions by Mueller that exonerate Trump and waste 
America money. 
 
28. Comey was given immunity by Mueller, which makes Mueller complicit with the coup 
d'etat. Mueller is not questioning any of the true criminals who did meddle in the presidential 
election and were connected to Russians. Comey and Mueller are united again as Best Friends 
Forever. Mueller hops on a white horse and rides into D. C. to bust Comey out of jail and have a 
showdown with Trump at the OK Corral. Sad news for Mueller and Comey is, Trump is the 
fastest gunslinger in the West. 
 
 Everyone needs to read this.  Slowly, and patiently, because it's very important..... 
Here's what it looks like when all the pieces are sewn together. It smells like conspiracy and 
treason.  
 
 From 2001 to 2005 there was an ongoing investigation into the Clinton Foundation.  A 
Grand Jury had been impaneled. Governments from around the world had donated to the 
"Charity".  
 
  Yet, from 2001 to 2003 none of those "Donations" to the Clinton Foundation were 
declared.  Hmmm, now you would think that an honest investigator would be able to figure this 
out.  Guess who took over this investigation in 2002?  Bet you can't guess.  
 
 None other than James Comey!  Now, that's interesting, isn't it?  Guess who was 
transferred in to the Internal Revenue Service to run the Tax Exemption Branch of the IRS?  
Your friend and mine, Lois "Be on The Look Out" (BOLO) Lerner.  Now, that's interesting, isn't it?  
 
 It gets better, well not really, but this is all just a series of strange coincidences, right? 
Guess who ran the Tax Division inside the Department of Injustice from 2001 to 2005?  No 
other than the Assistant Attorney General of the United States, Rod Rosenstein.  
 
 Now, that's interesting, isn't it?  Guess who was the Director of the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation during this time frame?  I know, it's a miracle, just a coincidence, just an anomaly 
in statistics and chances, but it was Robert Mueller.  
 
 What do all four casting characters have in common?  They all were briefed and/or were 
front line investigators into the Clinton Foundation Investigation.  Now that's just a coincidence, 
right?  
 
 What do all four casting characters have in common?  They all were briefed and/or were 
front line investigators into the Clinton Foundation Investigation.  Now that's just a coincidence, 
right? 
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.  
Let's follow the trail..... 

 
  
 Ok, let’s chalk the last one up to mere chance.  Let's fast forward to 2009.....  James 
Comey leaves the Justice Department to go and cash-in at Lockheed Martin.  Hillary Clinton is 
running the State Department, on her own personal email server, by the way.  
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 The Uranium One "issue" comes to the attention of Hillary.  Like all good public servants 
do, you know - looking out for America's best interest, she decides to support the decision and 
approve the sale of 20% of U.S. Uranium to no other than, the Russians.  Now, you would think 
that this is a fairly straight-up deal, except that it wasn't: The People got absolutely nothing out 
of it.  However, prior to the sales approval, no other than Bill Clinton goes to Moscow, gets paid 
$500K for a one hour speech, then meets with Vladimir Putin at his home for a few hours.  
 
 Ok, no big deal right?   Well, not so fast: the FBI had a mole inside the money laundering 
and bribery scheme.  Guess who was the FBI Director during this time?  Yep, Robert Mueller.  
He even delivered a Uranium “Yellow Cake” Sample to Moscow in 2009.  Guess who was 
handling that case within the Justice Department out of the US Attorney's Office in Maryland? 
No other than Rod Rosenstein!   Guess what happened to the informant?  The Department of 
Justice placed a GAG order on him and threatened to lock him up if he spoke out about it.  
 
 How does 20% of the most strategic asset of the United States of America end up in 
Russian hands when the FBI has an informant, a mole, providing inside information to the FBI 
on the criminal enterprise?  Guess what happened soon after the sale was approved?  145 
million dollars in "donations" made their way into the Clinton Foundation from entities directly 
connected to the Uranium One deal.  How do people get so lucky?  The only thing I ever one 
was a $5 door prize at the G.C. Murphy store in Waynesburg, PA back in 1966, nothing since! 
 
  Guess who was still at the Internal Revenue Service working the Charitable Division?  No 
other than Lois Lerner. Ok, that's all just another series of coincidences.  Nothing to see here, 
right?  Let's fast forward to 2015.  Due to a series of tragic events in Benghazi and after the 9 
"investigations" the House, Senate and at State Department, Trey Gowdy who was running the 
10th investigation as Chairman of the Select Committee on Benghazi discovers that The Hillary 
ran the State Department on an unclassified, unauthorized, outlaw personal email server.  
 
 He also discovered that none of those emails had been turned over when she departed 
her "Public Service" as Secretary of State which was required by law.  He also discovered that 
there was Top Secret information contained within her personally archived email. (Let's not 
forget - at least 10 CIA spies in China were killed by the Chinese because of the leaks, and God 
knows what else occurred)  
 
 Sparing you the State Departments cover up, the nostrums they floated, the delay 
tactics that were employed and the outright lies that were spewed forth from the necks of the 
Kerry State Department, we shall leave it with this..... they did everything humanly possible to 
cover for Hillary.  
 
 Now this is amazing:  guess who became FBI Director in 2013?  Guess who secured 17 
no-bid contracts for his employer (Lockheed Martin) with the State Department and was 
rewarded with a $6 million dollar thank you present when he departed his employer?   No 
other than James Comey.  Amazing how all those no-bids just went right through at State, huh?  
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 Now he is the FBI Director in charge of the "Clinton E-mail Investigation" after of course 
his FBI Investigates the Lois Lerner "Matter" at the Internal Revenue Service and exonerates 
her.  Nope... couldn't find any crimes there.  Can you guess what happened next?  
 
 In April 2016, James Comey drafts an exoneration letter of Hillary Rodham Clinton, 
meanwhile the DOJ is handing out immunity deals like candy.  They didn't even convene a 
Grand Jury.  Like a lightning bolt of statistical impossibility, like a miracle from God himself, like 
the true "Gangster" Comey is, James steps out into the cameras of an awaiting press 
conference on July the 5th of 2016, and exonerates The Hillary from any wrongdoing.  
 
 Can you see the pattern?  It goes on and on, Rosenstein becomes Asst. Attorney 
General, Comey gets fired based upon a letter by Rosenstein, Comey leaks government 
information to the press, Mueller is assigned to the Russian Investigation sham by Rosenstein to 
provide cover for decades of malfeasance within the FBI and DOJ and the story continues.  
 
 FISA Abuse, political espionage... pick a crime, any crime, chances are..... this group and 
a few others did it.  
 

 All the same players.  

 All compromised and conflicted.  

 All working fervently to NOT go to jail themselves.  

 All connected in one way or another to the Clintons.  
 
  They are like battery acid, they corrode and corrupt everything they touch.  How many 
lives have these two destroyed?  As of this writing, the Clinton Foundation, in its 20+ years of 
operation of being the largest International Charity Fraud in the history of mankind, has never 
been audited by the Internal Revenue Service.  Let us not forget that Comey's brother works for 
DLA Piper, the law firm that does the Clinton Foundation's taxes.  And see, the person that is 
the common denominator to all the crimes above and still doing her evil escape legal 
maneuvers at the top of the 3 Letter USA Agencies?   Yep, that would be Hillary R. Clinton!  
 

WHO IS LISA BARSOOMIAN? 
 
 Let's learn a little about Mrs. Lisa H. Barsoomian's background.  Lisa H. Barsoomian, a 
U.S. Attorney that graduated from Georgetown Law, is a protégé of James Comey and Robert 
Mueller.  Barsoomian, with her boss R. Craig Lawrence, represented Bill Clinton in 1998.  
Lawrence also represented:  
 

 Robert Mueller three times;  

 James Comey five times;  

 Barack Obama 45 times;  

 Kathleen Sebelius 56 times;  

 Bill Clinton 40 times; and  
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 Hillary Clinton 17 times.  
 
  Between 1998 and 2017, Barsoomian herself represented the FBI at least five times.  
You may be saying to yourself, OK, who cares? Who cares about the work history of this 
Barsoomian woman?  
 
 Apparently someone does, because someone out there cares so much that they've 
"purged" all Barsoomian court documents for her Clinton representation in Hamburg vs. Clinton 
in 1998 and its appeal in 1999 from the DC District and Appeals Court dockets (?).   Someone 
out there cares so much that the internet has been "purged" of all information pertaining to 
Barsoomian.  In searching Lisa Barsoomian for days I kept coming up empty, frustratingly so! 
 
 Historically, this indicates that the individual is a protected CIA operative. Additionally, 
Lisa Barsoomian has specialized in opposing Freedom of Information Act requests on behalf of 
the intelligence community. And, although Barsoomian has been involved in hundreds of cases 
representing the DC Office of the U.S. Attorney, her email address is Lisa Barsoomian at NIH 
gov. The NIH stands for National Institutes of Health.  This is a tactic routinely used by the CIA 
to protect an operative by using another government organization to shield their activities.  
 
 It's a cover, so big deal, right? I mean what does one more attorney with ties to the U.S. 
intelligence community really matter?  
 
It deals with Trump and his recent tariffs on Chinese steel and aluminum imports, the border 
wall, DACA, everything coming out of California, the Uni-party unrelenting opposition to 
President Trump, the Clapper leaks, the Comey leaks, Attorney General Jeff Sessions recusal 
and subsequent 14 month nap with occasional forays into the marijuana legalization mix ... and 
last but not least Mueller's never-ending investigation into collusion between the Trump team 
and the Russians.  
 
 Why does Lisa Barsoomian, CIA operative, merit any mention?  BECAUSE...   She is 
Assistant Attorney General Rod Rosenstein's WIFE...That's why!!  
 
 Things are changing at this point as the Mueller witch hunt is coming up short and a long 
day late.  We can look forward to their soon departure.  Mueller has continually been reaching 
far and wide for something of substance.  Rod Rosenstein is dead meat at this point, and we 
should see his departure within a matter of a couple weeks.  Robert Mueller is a Knight of Malta 
and a recent report by American Intelligence Media has made connections between Mueller 
and the Vatican’s efforts to bring down President Trump.  Congressional hearings have just 
confirmed that the Department of Justice “free pass” on prosecuting Hillary Clinton was issued 
by none other than President Barack Hussein Obama.  For those of you unfamiliar with the 
SMOM or Knights of Malta, they are under the pope’s direct control.  Pope Francis removed the  
Fra’ Matthew Festing, Grand Master, and head of the 13,500 Sovereign Military Order of Malta 
in 2016.  This new information will create problems for former FBI Director Mueller. 
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List of Criminals Conspirators According to Agency 
 
In an effort to make sure that the other criminal conspirators don’t feel that Comey and 
Mueller got all the credit for this attempted coup d’etat, we would like to list some of the 
people already fingered in the conspiracy/coup d’etat and who, in many cases, have already 
come out with their public alibis in books, public statements, videos, and other denials. 
 
UPDATE: To the many people who have written us to point out that any more people belong on 
this list, we agree. This is just round #1. 
 
White House 
Barack Obama 
Joe Biden 
Susan Rice 
Valerie Jarrett 
Loretta Lynch 
Sally Yates 
John Kerry 
 
Intelligence Community 
James Clapper 
James Comey 
John Brennan 
Mike Rogers 
FBI 
James Comey 
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Andrew McCabe 
James Baker 
Bill Priestap 
Peter Strzok 
Lisa Page 
James Rybicki 
 
Department of Justice 
Loretta Lynch 
John Carlan 
Dana Boente 
Bruce Ohr 
David Laufman 
DNC 
Hillary Clinton 
Debbie Wasserman-Schultz 
Donna Brazil 
John Podesta 
Sidney Blumenthal 
Cody Shearer 
Perkins Coie Law Firm 
Marc Elias 
Mueller’s Investigation to Impeach 
Robert Mueller III 
Andrew Weissman 
Preet Bharara 
Aaron Zelinsky 
 
Eric Schneiderman (NY AG) 
Fusion GPS working for DNC/Hillary 
Glen Simpson 
Nellie Ohr 
 
News Agency Criminal Conspirators 
CNN 
Washington Post 
New York Times 
Mother Jones 
Yahoo News 
Buzzfeed- John McCain 
 
  
 We can’t predict what the Mueller Investigation to Impeach (coup d’etat) will actually 
lead to in the end. The plea deals of Flynn and Papadopoulos may fall to the way-side due to 
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Peter Strzok being compromised. Manafort and Gates will probably get out of any charges and 
the 13 Russian spies who supposedly “meddled in the election” are a big joke. 
 
 Unindictable Russians and low-hanging fruit is all we get for the tens of millions Mueller 
is spending on the THIRD INVESTIGATION INTO RUSSIAN/TRUMP/ELECTION COLLUSION. 
 
 Mueller is the same person who investigated 911 and found nothing, prosecuted no 
one, didn’t notice Tower Seven was in free-fall after they called for it to be “pulled.” Mueller is 
one of the most corrupt D. C. Fixers who is called in when the top-dogs are compromised. This 
time, we aren’t sure that Mueller or Comey can FIX Hillary’s crimes. 
 
 The list of Comey crimes is not exhaustive and certainly does not go back into the past 
where Comey and Mueller have left a trail of crimes that would shock the world to hear. We 
have exposed their crimes in numerous articles and videos and now the world is noticing that 
James Comey and Robert Mueller are anything but the ethical and unpartisan boy scouts they 
are always described as. 
 
 Once Comey and Mueller fall, so will Hillary and the gang. Trump is letting Mueller play 
out his hand because Trump already knows that at any time he could trump the Investigation to 
Impeach.  I do believe the David Zublick report on his web site, “Truth Unsealed” stating that   
 

 
 
 Hillary died on 9/11/2016 of Kuru disease, at the close of her visit to Ground Zero 
memorial service. We have the testimony of medical experts both inside and outside of the 
Clinton organization.  It’s a bit puzzling for many since the major voices, politicians, radio hosts, 
and celebrities, all talk as if Hillary R. Clinton is still alive.  But the ever passing of time, without 
so much of a public appearance or credible posting on social media adds growing evidence she 

https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=jpxnwDu8&id=06F6C4EACA78E0A16833B9CB254E6101E438BF76&thid=OIP.jpxnwDu8jWACPfnR80zzKAHaEK&mediaurl=https://i.ytimg.com/vi/-JmMtYfxb6Y/maxresdefault.jpg&exph=720&expw=1280&q=pictures+of+james+comey+and+hillary+clinton&simid=608008045961217689&selectedIndex=65&adt=1
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is not alive.  Her death is as much an enigma as that of her birth.   William J. Clinton is another 
enigma about his pedigree!    
 
 
 

 Genealogy of Bill & Hillary  

   

 In 2016, Presidential candidate Hillary Digby Churchill Harriman Clinton was ready for 
the retirement home . . . and not the White House....No matter how many face lifts you have, 
you cannot cheat Father Time! 
 
 3 times in 2016, Presidential candidate Donald Trump was forced to debate a much, 
much younger looking "Hillary Clinton."  Hillary's bid for the Presidency should have taken place 
in 2008, or 2012, at the latest.  By 2016, it was too late, so she used the same experienced 
doppelgänger debater that she used in 2000. 
 
 November 7, 2016, will long be remembered as a second Battle of New Orleans. Every 
patriotic American realized that the U.S. victory was nothing short of miraculous, and they saw 
the unmistakable hand of the Eternal in the total defeat of the "Invincible" British Armada.   
 
 The best time for Hillary Digby Churchill Clinton to return to the White House was in 
2009.  In 2008, Ted Kennedy refused to endorse her for President because he knew that she 
was behind the July 1999 plane crash that killed his nephew, JFK Jr.  That 1999 plane crash may 
have been staged after John Kennedy Jr. learned that a $1,000,000 hit had been taken out on 
him. 
 
 In August 2008, the senator suffered a massive stroke that almost killed him.  
Miraculously, the senator recovered sufficiently to make a TV speech endorsing Barack Obama. 
Coincidently, the same Senator Kennedy was almost killed in a plane crash in April 1964.  
 
 In 1941, President Roosevelt appointed Averell Harriman as his "special envoy" to 
Britain, charged with the task of getting the U.S. involved militarily with Britain against 
Churchill's cousin Adolf Hitler. In 1938, Roosevelt appointed Joseph P. Kennedy as ambassador 
to Britain . . . and both men had Presidential ambitions! 
 
 The Hillary who ran for the Presidency in 2016 was the daughter of Averell Harriman, 
and Pamela Digby Churchill Hayward Harriman. In 1941, Winston Churchill, and his cousin Adolf 
Hitler, actually brought the couple together during the frequent Luftwaffe air raids over 
London.  In April 1946, President Truman appointed Harriman ambassador to Britain, and it was 
then that he renewed his relationship with Pamela Churchill.   
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 When the couple first met in London, Harriman was accompanied by his daughter 
Kathleen, who provided cover for the lovers. Harriman traveled to London alone in 1946. 
Harriman and Pamela resumed their affair immediately, but this time as a divorcée, and 
Kathleen was no longer around to provide cover. They continued to enjoy Beaverbrook's 
hospitality in London and at Cherkley, and spent weekends at Great Enton, a country house 
owned by Harriman's old friend, the American playwright Robert Sherwood. -(Smith, ‘Reflected 
Glory, The Life of Pamela Churchill Harriman’, pg. 131). 
 
 Harriman's job as ambassador only lasted from April to October. He returned to the U.S. 
and became Secretary of Commerce in the Truman Administration. As cover for her trip to New 
York to have Harriman's baby, Lord Beaverbrook gave Pamela a job as a newspaper reporter for 
the ‘Evening Standard’. Newspaper reporter has always been a perfect cover for a spy. 
 
 Averell returned to the United States at the same time Pamela had planned to start 
working in New York. She went anyway, always happy to be out of England. In no time, 
however, it was clear that the two of them in such proximity would never work. Because the 
business of Commerce was business, Averell was often in New York, The gossip started again 
(Smith, ‘Reflected Glory, the Life of Pamela Churchill Harriman’, pg. 187). 
 
 Billionaire Harriman could certainly provide the very best facilities in New York for the 
birth of their baby. An elderly British couple named Hugh and Hanna Rodham first took charge 
of baby Hillary, before handing her over to the Rodham’s of Chicago. 
 
 Hugh and Hanna Rodham lived in a Jesuit stronghold called Scranton, Pennsylvania. 
They first took charge of baby Hillary.  Hugh Rodham had a son named Hugh, and a daughter-in-
law named Dorothy, who lived in Chicago, Illinois. Hugh and Dorothy became the adoptive 
parents of baby Hillary. 
 
 3 years after the adoption, the Rodham’s paid cash for a big house in Park Ridge, an 
upscale suburb of Chicago. From that time onward, the middle class Rodhams had no shortage 
of money. 
 
 When baby Hillary was born, her mother said that she was a "mature baby." Of course 
she was because she was almost 1-year-old when she was adopted.  Growing up in Park Ridge, 
Hillary always felt that she was UNIQUE.  Of course she was because she was the daughter of 
Pamela Churchill, Hayward, Harriman.  
 
 Politically, Hugh Rodham was to the right of Attila the Hun, and a Cold Warrior to the 
core.  His constant mantra was "The Russians are Coming, the Russians are Coming." In high 
school, the very athletic Hillary was known as a "Goldwater Girl." Diehard "Republicans," the 
Rodham’s even challenged the election of John F. Kennedy in Chicago. With the Churchill name, 
Hillary did not need any prompting to become "Hillary the Hun."  
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 Wellesley College was named after Arthur Wellesley—the Duke of Wellington—who's 
son-in-law, Edward Pakenham, led the British forces at the Battle of New Orleans. Super rich 
girls went to that college to find super rich husbands from Harvard and Yale.  Amazingly, Hillary 
underwent a complete metamorphosis and became a Democrat and a left wing radical!   
   
 "Hillary the Hippie" gave the commencement address at Wellesley College, May 1969. 
"Hillary the Hippie" first made her public appearance on May 31, 1969, when she gave the 
commencement address at Wellesley College. For the college, that was a total departure from 
tradition, and it was meant to create a public persona for Hillary as a left wing radical. British 
MI6, and their CIA clones call it "sheep dipping." However, her physical appearance (except for 
her hair style) did not change much at that time. 
 

Bill Clinton was the son of Winthrop Rockefeller!! 

 According to President Clinton’s own words, Virginia Cassidy was his mother, and 
William Jefferson Blythe III was his father. 
 
 During the Great Depression, the 5 billionaire Rockefeller Brothers purchased the state 
of Arkansas.  In Sept., 1945, Winthrop Rockefeller, alias William Jefferson Blythe III, married a 
woman from Hope, Arkansas, named Virginia Cassidy.  After his discharge from the army in 
1945, Virginia was expecting his baby.  Very conveniently, that William Jefferson Blythe III was 
drowned in a drainage ditch while on his way from Chicago to Hope, Arkansas: 
 
 President Clinton describes it this way, “On May 17, 1946, after moving their furniture 
into their new home, my father was driving from Chicago to Hope to fetch his wife. Late at night 
on Highway 60 outside of Sikeston, Missouri, he lost control of his car, a 1942 Buick, when the 
right front tire blew out on a wet road. He was thrown clear of the car but landed in, or crawled 
into, a drainage ditch dug to reclaim swampland. The ditch held three feet of water. When he 
was found, after a two-hour search, his hand was grasping a branch above the waterline. He 
had tried but failed to pull himself out. He drowned, only twenty-eight years old. married two 
years and eight months, only seven months of which was spent with Mother. That brief sketch is 
all I really know about my father. -(‘Clinton, My Life’, pgs. 4-5). 
  
An army veteran who repaired heavy equipment for the Army in Europe, drowning in 3 feet of 
water?  In reality, the real father of President Clinton was sitting across from his mother at the 
same table. 
 
 In Europe, people with numerals after their names are considered ROYALTY, and are 
often shown preferential treatment. As fellow Jesuits, the Rodham’s of Chicago must have 
known the Rockefeller’s in Chicago.  
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L. to R. Winthrop Rockefeller, Rosalie Williams,                          The Clinton family sans Winthrop: 
Virginia Cassidy, and "Bill Blyth                                                             Bill, Virginia, and Roger 
                                                                                                                      
 The man on the left, sitting next to a woman named "Rosalie Williams" is Winthrop 
Rockefeller.  Virginia Cassidy published the full photo in her 1994 autobiography.  By profession, 
Virginia Cassidy was a deadly nurse anesthetist, who was accused of killing several patients on 
the operating table!   
 

Bill Clinton married an  

"Anonymous" Arkansas girl in 1975 

 The next time that "Hillary Rodham" became prominent in the news was in 1975 when 
she purportedly married Bill Clinton from Hope (less), Arkansas. Bill Clinton was about to run for 
governor of Arkansas and a wife was a definite requirement for election. 
 
   Bill Clinton also had Presidential ambitions, so the governorship of Arkansas was a good 
start. Even though the Rockefellers owned the state, a wife was still a requirement for the 
position of governor. In October 1975, Bill Clinton married "Anonymous" in his new home in 
Fayetteville, Arkansas.   "Anonymous" was a "Plain Jane," with no political ambitions. She 
preferred to remain in the background and be a doormat for Clinton.  
 
 Clinton won the race for governor of Arkansas in 1978, but his wife did not campaign by 
his side. His record as governor was appalling and he was not re-elected to a second term in 
1980. The Clinton's claimed that their daughter Chelsea was born by caesarean section in 
Baptist Hospital, Little Rock.  
 
 Delivery by caesarean section requires a major operation which can often endanger the 
life of the mother. Amazingly, Hillary said that a law partner offered her a ride to work the day 
after the delivery:  “Early on the morning after Chelsea's birth, my law partner Joe Giroir 
called and asked me if I wanted a ride to work.” “He was kidding of course, but up until then 

http://www.reformation.org/en-winthrop-and-virginia-cassidy.jpg
http://www.reformation.org/en-clinton-family.jpg
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I had not succeeded in persuading my partners to formally adopt a parental leave plan. In fact, 
as I grew bigger and bigger, they just averted their eyes and talked about everything else 
besides my plans for when the baby came. Once Chelsea arrived, however, they told me to take 
whatever time I needed.” -(‘Clinton, Living History’, pg. 85).  
 
 Like Pinocchio, the only part of her body that grew bigger and bigger was her NOSE . . . 
for telling LIES! 
 
 Amazingly, in her autobiography, deadly nurse anesthetist Virginia Kelley mentioned 
nothing about that caesarian birth delivery: 
 
“On February 27, 1980, Hillary gave birth to Chelsea. Oh, what a day that was. I had always 
wanted a daughter, now I had one, in a way.: -(‘Kelley, Leading with the Heart,’ pg. 228).  
 
 Baby Chelsea's birth certificate listed the parents as Bill Clinton and Hillary Rodham. If 
Virginia Cassidy was present in the hospital at the time, only the baby exited that hospital 
alive!! 
 

In 1980, "Anonymous" was arkancided and Hillary 
Rodham replaced his wife!!  

 During the Clinton Administration, an ominous new word was added to the dictionary: 
ARKANCIDE. Arcancide meant the timely "suicide" or death by car or plane crash of anybody 
opposing Bill and Hillary Clinton's campaign for the White House. 
 
 Another name for it was the "Clinton Body Count." So many famous, and not so famous 
people, have been arkancided: Vince Foster, John F. Kennedy Jr., Barbara Olsen, Victor Thorn, 
Justice Anton Scalia, Phyllis Schlafly, etc., etc. If you include the people killed in 9/11, and the 
Afghanistan and Iraq wars, then the "Clinton Body Count" numbers in the hundreds of 
thousands. 
 
 Clinton was the youngest ex-governor in the nation. Instead of waiting until he was re-
elected to a second term, he raised taxes during his first term, and infuriated the voters. It 
looked like Clinton was washed up completely . . . with no political future. 
 
 Clinton was the youngest ex-governor in the nation until Hillary Rodham arrived on the 
scene and changed all that. The combination of the Rockefeller and Brown Brothers Harriman 
trillions worked miracles in Arkansas.  Bill and Hillary attended Immanuel Baptist Church, but 
the preacher never reminded them that "You shall not murder "(Ex. 20:13), and "the love of 
money is the root of all evil" (I Tim. 6:10). 
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 Everything changed for Bill when Hillary arrived on the scene. His overwhelming defeat 
in 1980 was reversed, and he went on to serve as governor for 4 more terms. There is no real 
evidence that a marriage between Bill and Hillary occurred at that time . . . or any time later!  In 
1992, Hillary ordered Bill to run for the Presidency, and with the help of Ross Perot, he beat 
incumbent President George Bush.  With the help of Hillary, Clinton was "elected" to a second 
term in 1982. 
 
 Because President Bush would not invade Iraq after Operation Desert Storm, he was 
denied a second term. A Clinton collaborator named Ross Perot founded the "Reform Party" 
and stole millions of Republican votes from Bush. Perot was totally owned by the Brown 
Brothers Harriman-Rockefeller-British Empire cabal.  
 
 After the Dissolution of the Soviet Union in 1991, the British were desperately pushing 
for the Pentagon to finish the job and annex Iraq, Syria, Libya, Ukraine, Crimea, and the Balkan 
and Baltic states to NATO. In other words, totally surround Russia with NATO bases, and 
prevent that Great Nation from ever challenging the British Empire again!  
 

After the 1992 "election" Hillary visited her mother in 
Georgetown!! 

 Right after the election, Hillary visited her mother Pamela in Georgetown, and thanked 
her profusely for putting her and Bill in the White House. 
 
 The Harriman mansion in Georgetown was campaign HQ for the 1992 Clinton 
Presidential campaign.  Vast sums were spent by her PamPAC foundation to buy the White 
House for Bill and Hillary.   Money is the key to publicity, and also the key to anonymity. Pamela 
was able to hide her true identity as the mother of Hillary Rodham.  
 
 As a reward for putting the Clintons in the White House, Pamela was nominated as 
ambassador to France. While there she continued to spy on the French and influence their 
foreign policy vis à vis the now defunct Soviet Union.  
 
 Pamela always envied Hillary and wished that she could be the first British female 
President of the United States. We can thank God that neither women made it to the White 
House.  
 
 During the Clinton Administration, U.S. foreign policy was totally directed from 10 
Downing Street.  British Secret Service agent Sydney Blumenthal was the liaison with the British 
government.  The main military objective of the British was to use the U.S. to prevent the rise of 
Russia after the disastrous Dissolution of the Soviet Union in 1991.  
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 As a British Secret Service agent, Blumenthal provided Hillary with several realistic look-
alikes or doppelgängers. One of them made her appearance in 2000 when Hillary ran for the 
Senate seat of retiring New York Senator Daniel Patrick Moyniham. 
 
 In Part 9 (supplement), I noted that then Republican Presidential candidate Donald 
Trump debated a Hillary look-alike 3 times in 2016. A trial run for those momentous debates 
happened in a previous debate with Rick Lazio, in September 2000. 
 
 Secretly, the White House staff referred to Hillary as "The Broad" because of her 
football shoulders and intimidating presence. The linebacker shoulders came from Averell, and 
the full head of hair from Pamela.  Around 2000, when she was running for senator from New 
York, a Hillary doppelgänger appeared.  In examining photos of Hillary and her doubles, one can 
see how her assistants compensated with clothing to hide much slender women being used as 
her doubles. 
 
 Rick Lazio was her only opponent left standing....In order not to be arkancided, he 
"pretended" to run against her, and they debated in September 2000. A much slimmer Hillary, 
sans the broad shoulders, appeared.    A trial run for those momentous debates happened in a 
previous debate with Rick Lazio, in September 2000.  At that time the doppelgänger honed her 
debating skills, and it was a dry run for the Presidential debates that the real Hillary expected to 
take place at the latest in 2008.  Unfortunately for her, it was postponed until 2016, when she 
would be 69-years-old.  
 
 In 2016, the real Hillary would have been 69-years-old.  Averell was 95, and her mother 
was 77 when she passed away, so the real Hillary was still alive and directing the show from 
behind the scenes.   
 
 There is so much the public does not know about the Clintons, but that should not be 
surprising.  Whether the “Body Count of the Clintons” were all accidents, or the fact that 
Chelsea Clinton, is the spitting image of Web Hubbell, an attorney at the Rose Law Firm in Little 
Rock, AR, where Hillary herself was a “patent” attorney where she had knowledge of the 
patents for the QRS11, questions abound.  
 
 The QRS-11 GyroChip sensor is used on all commercial aircraft to rotate the antenna to 
receive signals from satellites for the in-flight entertainment system, radar tracking and flight 
controls. If the aircraft is equipped with an uninterruptable autopilot, signals can be received 
from a satellite to remotely fly the aircraft. The sensor provides stabilization, flight control, and 
guidance.  Although we do not know for certainty whether a QRS11 was on JFK Jr.’s Piper 
Saratoga, it most likely was because of its Avionics equipment for that particular aircraft. 
 
 I found it extremely interesting to note that “war nurse” posted on “Q”Anon, a post on 
April 8, 2018, in Qpost 977, a reference to the fact that Hillary Clinton handled the patent work 
for the QRS11 microchip controller.  The text of Qpost 977 is found in the box below with an 
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enlarged QRS11 microcontroller chip.  An explanation on this point is at the close of this 
section. 
   

In the late 1980’s and early 1990’s, Hillary Clinton’s Rose Law Firm in Little Rock, Arkansas handled 
the QRS-11 patent family. 
 
Want to know how to bring down an airplane remotely?  
 
#QAnon #GreatAwakening #JFK @realDonaldTrump http://www.abeldanger.org/remotely-crashing-
planes-and-controlling-patents/ … 

 
 

 
 
 As recently as 2018, we learned that Hillary Clinton held the “encryption keys” for the 
Internet, meaning she could access any and all users on the Internet.  She could actually access 
the DOJ, FBI, and other secure classified internet access.  American Intelligence Media, revealed 
in late 2018, that Hillary Clinton virtually could access every web site on the world wide web!   
Gaining access to identifying the serial number of a QRS11 for any aircraft would be no problem 
for Hillary Clinton.  The “Clinton Body Count” involved many aircraft crashes and fatalities of all 
aboard.  She would also be able through her access of the DOJ and FBI to know everything 
about witness testimony, witness location, case investigation, 
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 In the enlarge photo of a QRS11 above, you will find a Serial No., and each QRS11 bears 
its own unique serial number, necessary to gain control over the aircraft.  “War nurse” in her 
post above was sending a message indirectly showing the relationship between Hillary Clinton 
of the Rose Law Firm, the QRS11, and its use in the control of an aircraft.  The quartz element of 
the QRS11 is native to Arkansas where it is mined for BEI, a military defense contractor.  In “war 
nurse” post a number of follow up posts shows the relationship between the QRS11 and a 
series of aircraft crashes, and the disappearance of Malaysian Flight MH370.   
 
 Field McConnell of Abel Danger has stated in a legal suit:  “We allege that the QRS-11 
can be used as part of a package of technology to guide aircraft equipped with uninterruptable 
autopilots turning them into weapons. 
 
We believe that the patent for the device was originally obtained by the Rose Law Firm of Little 
Rock, AR, specifically by patent lawyer Hillary Clinton, for BEI Technologies, Inc. headquartered 
at that time in Arkansas. 
 
BEI has diversified many times since then and the QRS-11 is now Manufactured by CST Systron 
Donner Inertial. 
 
Below is information from the CST Systron Donner Inertial website: 
 
QRS11 High Performance (Military Grade) Rate Sensor 
 
The QRS11 is a compact, lightweight design, that features Quartz MEMS technology providing a 
solid-state gyro offering virtually unlimited life. The QRS11’s combination of high performance 
and long life makes it well suited for OEM’s and system integrators designing cost effective, 
high performance systems. 
 
The QRS11 requires only DC voltage inputs to provide reliable, extremely accurate angular rate 
measurements with the benefit of no moving parts. With a hermetically sealed sensing 
element, the QRS11 has provided reliable performance in aircraft, missile and space systems 
across many demanding application environments.” 
 
Applications include:  
 
Platform Stabilization  
Antenna Stabilization  
Military Fixed Wing  
Missile Targeting  
Spacecraft  
Military Helicopter  
Robotic Control  
Camera Stabilization  
Ride Control  
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UAV - Unmanned Aerial Vehicle  
General Aviation  
Commercial Transport  
Missile Guidance & Control  
Precision Guided Munitions  
Automotive Testing  
Wind Turbine Control  
UGV - Unmanned Ground Vehicle  
Tank Turret Stabilization  
Man Portable Navigation  
Underwater Vehicle  
ROV - Remotely Operated Vehicle  
Torpedo Guidance 
 
 It was Field McConnell of the web site Abel Danger who blew the whistle on how 
Malaysian Air Flight MH370 was remotely hijacked and then flown to the island of Diego Garcia 
in the middle of the Indian Ocean, later to Europe.  That was further confirmed by British 
aerospace company Rolls Royce, since the jet engines were made by Rolls Royce, and the firm 
monitored their engine performance by satellite telemetry between the aircraft’s engines, 
tracking all important data, to include their GPS location at all time.  Now while this is all 
known, the authorities attempted as a cover-up, by sending search and rescue to distant 
locations as far south and west to Australia and New Zealand among remote areas of the 
oceans.  The missing MH370 was subsequently shot down by a Ukrainian or Russian missile 
over southern Ukraine while flying from Amsterdam to Malaysia.  Those conducting debris 
collection reported the plane was full of rotting decayed bodies, most likely from the original 
hijacked aircraft passenger manifest. 
 
 The MH370 flight has a series of unusual circumstances that makes it one of the most 
unusual stories of airline piracy.  A group of IBM engineers on board the original flight were 
bound for Beijing, China to meet with production management for the manufacturer of a new 
“super controller” microchip, and whose chief investment banker for the project and surviving 
patent holder was none other than Rothschild.  Small world for sure!  Seems that the 
Rothschild’s and Hillary Clinton had more in common besides Satanic cannibalism eating human 
brain tissue!  
 
 The link to more details of the Hillary Rose Law Firm and the QRS11 can be read at:  
https://americans4innovation.blogspot...  This is far more sinister than anyone can imagine!  It 
links to the technology that I refer to in my series Part 7 of “666, 5G and the UPC”. 

https://americans4innovation.blogspot/
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This system was planned to control the 
global economy, Soviet Style! 

 
"Socio-Economic and Environmental Technology Accounting System for 
Democratic Government".   This appears like a Soviet-style central government 
system. 

https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/pfn-trac-fig-1.jpg
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FIG. 7–U.S. Patent No. 6,965,816, re. Fig. 40 ("World Organization"). Incorporated by reference 

in multiple Walker applications, including U.S. Pat. App. No. 10/401,041, Fig. 2B, Automated 

Accounting System That Values Controls Records and Bills The Uses of Equipment Vehicles For 
Society. 
 

https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2005-11-15-US-Pat-No-6965816-PFN-TRAC-SYSTEM-FAA-UPGRADES-RE-AIRCRAFT-ET-AL-Walker-Nov-15-2005.pdf#page=41
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2003-11-27-US-Pat-App2003-0221118-A1-Richard-C-Walker-Automated-Accounting-System-That-Values-Controls-Records-and-Bills-the-Uses-of-Equipment-Vehicles-for-Society-USPTO-published-Nov-27-2003.pdf#page=33
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/pfn-trac-fig-40.jpg
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 Now if all this has not made you angry as to why the Clintons have remained free for all 
these years what is to follow will offer an explanation as to how the Clintons remained free of 
criminal prosecution for all those many years. 
 
 Hillary R. Clinton went so far as to suggest she had been guaranteed the 2016 victory.  
Now that may seem to be an exaggeration but I can assure you that she probably was correct. 
Hillary Clinton, if you recall, said she won the 2016 election.  Hear me out at this point. This may 
come as a surprise to you but Hillary R. Clinton “holds” the keys to the Internet, or did “hold” 
the keys if still alive.  It remains as a question issue whether Hillary died of Kuru on September 
11, 2016, as reported by David Zublick and medical sources.  
 
 The Internet was the creation of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 
(DARPA), funded through the CIA financial base through In-Q-Tel, or IQT. IQT identifies startups 
with potential for high impact on national security and works closely with them to deliver new 
capabilities that our government partners need to boost their technological edge.  The Internet 
was initially created as a communications link primary for the government, education, and the 
military.   When the Internet became mainstream, those who controlled the infrastructure 
procedures had to develop a protocol that gave the FBI a back-door key to the Internet, access 
to everything on the universe of the Internet.   
 
 Three people – Hillary Clinton, Robert Mueller, and Michael Chertoff were holders to 
the keys of encryption for the internet.  This came from a meeting in 1993 between the 
President Clinton and specific high-level officials together and decided to give the FBI a back-
door “Key” to the three individuals named.  These three:  Hillary Clinton, Robert Mueller, and 
Robert Chertoff held control of the Internet, the World-Wide Web! 
 
 Hillary has the encryption keys to the Internet, and she could virtually have access to 
everything going on in the government, and virtually any IP address or URL on the Internet.  In 
simple terms, she could change any vote, any election, to come up with whatever she wanted 
the desired outcome to be.  This has been revealed by American Intelligence Media.  In a 
program aired, “Why is Hillary still walking around?” and you can go to the American 
Intelligence Media YouTube site and see for yourself how Michael McKibben of Leader 
Technology explains how it is that Hillary has always been one step ahead of everyone else.  
 
 Michael McKibben’s career spans two phases: international Christian music ministry, 
and technology innovation. In 2006, he was awarded U.S. Patent No. 7,139,761 for what is now 
called “social networking.”  Michael McKibben’s patent was stolen by the CIA, and then re-
configured as what we now know today as Face Book.  The Internet is surveilled by government 
intelligence through crypto keys operated by a company called “InTrust”.  Michael McKibben’s 
company Leader Technology researched and discovered the tight relationship between the U.S. 
and the UK.  Under the Miller Act, Michael McKibben and his Leader Technology have a $1-
Trillion dollar lien against the United States government.  Keep in mind that it was Hillary 
Clinton’s role as a Patent Attorney at the Rose Law Firm in Little Rock, AR and particularly on 
the patent for the QRS-11 GPS-Autopilot which gave Hillary Clinton insider knowledge when it 
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came to be able to gain access remotely through the Internet, total control of any aircraft, car, 
truck, railroad locomotive hauling a passenger or freight train.  There is a “body count” of 
something in the area of 120 people who died mysteriously, simply for the fact they knew the 
Clintons.  So many of those knowing the Clinton’s who died were victims of plane crashes, 
helicopter crashes, etc.  Case in point is the late Ron Brown.  Bill Clinton appointed Ron Brown 
Commerce Secretary, partly as a reward for Ron Brown's success as a campaign fund raiser. 
From day one, allegations surrounded the exact means and methods by which this success was 
attained. Investigations into Ron Brown's activities (his son would later plead guilty to money 
laundering) were nearing the point of indictments, and Ron Brown had publicly stated that he 
would not go to jail alone, when the airplane carrying Ron Brown and about 30 other people 
crashed in Bosnia.   
 
 It is worth noting that Ron Brown was just one of four Clinton campaign fund raisers to 
die under questionable circumstances. The others were C. Victor Raiser II, Hershel Friday, and 
Ed Willey, a total of three plane crashes and one "Fosterization". Following Brown's demise, his 
personal attorney as well as a co-worker at the Department of Commerce, Barbara Wise also 
died under questionable circumstances. As in the case of yet another "suddenly dead" member 
of the Clinton administration, Vincent Foster, Ron Brown's office was ransacked for files by 
Commerce staff immediately after his death.  
 
 In the wake of Brown's death, even though the investigation into his activities was 
effectively closed down, allegations continued to surface that Brown had traded seats on trade 
missions for DNC campaign donations, and had even solicited money from Vietnam! Now 
infamous security leaks John Huang and Ira Sockowitz were at Ron Brown's Commerce 
Department at the times they were leaking classified satellite technology to the Chinese. 
Brown's closest associate,  Nolanda Hill, admitted on ABC-TV that Brown was using drugs, and 
that the White House had ordered Brown to meet with "some damn Chinaman", a reference to 
John Huang.  
 
 The crash itself was the subject of much controversy. Originally claimed to have 
happened in the Adriatic itself, subsequent news stories slowly but surely moved the wreckage 
from sea to hilltop.  
 
 Russian, French and Croatian TV reported the recovery of the black box recorders. U.S. 
sources denied it and said that only some instrumentation that looked EXACTLY like the 
recorders were recovered. The flight recorders on aircraft are designed to be unique in 
appearance. They cannot be confused for any other item on the aircraft. Despite the name 
"black box" they are actually bright dayglow orange with black stripes and very clear labels 
saying what they are. All commercial models of that aircraft come with flight recorders. But the 
government claims that THIS aircraft, used for VIPs including Hillary only two weeks previously, 
had no such standard safety systems.  
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 On one thing all the news stories did agree. The claim was put forward repeatedly that 
the plane crashed in, "The worst storm in a decade". This was the exact wording used by TIME, 
‘Newsweek’, and the White House in describing the accident.  
 
 However, the Dubrovnik airport weather office told a different story. The official 
weather report issued at the time of the crash reported light scattered rain, broken clouds at 
400 feet, a thin overcast at 2000 feet, and a steady head wind right down the runway just the 
way pilots like it. The reported visibility was 5 miles. The flight crew acknowledged receiving 
this weather report (more about that later). The distance from the airport to where the aircraft 
crashed was less than two miles.  
 
 Storms, or to be more precise, the weather systems that produce storms, are easily 
recognized features. The updrafts that create a hazard for flying will push a column of clouds up 
to 20,000 feet for a regular storm, and up to 33,000 feet whereupon a "super cycle" sets in and 
a major storm, complete with lightening, is underway.  
 
 It's safe to say that had such a behemoth weather system been just two miles away 
from an airport reporting five mile visibility, it would have been seen. No other pilots reported 
such storms, and no such storm cell formations show up on weather satellite photos of the area 
at the time of the crash.  
 
 In short, no official document from the actual crash area exists to support the claim of 
"The Worst Storm In A Decade".  
 
 The storm story was a lie, which means some other cause for the crash exists.  
 
 While the plane carrying Ron Brown and his party was still 7 miles from the crash site, 
1/2 mile in the air and on the normal approach path out over the Adriatic, three radio based 
links with three separate propagation paths all failed at the same time.  
 
 According to ‘Aviation Week & Space Technology’, April 8, 1996, the Dubrovnik tower 
lost voice radio contact with the aircraft at the same time the aircraft vanished from the 
screens of the approach radar at Split and an AWACS.  
 
 This is a small portion of a very large investigation that confirmed foul play in the death 
of Secretary of Commerce Ron Brown, who became a victim of Hillary Clinton’s ability to 
remotely bring down an aircraft, thousands of miles away, through the use of her ability to 
control the Internet.   
 
 In this short lesson of a very detailed investigation, when Hillary Clinton said she won 
the election, she had reason to believe that to be the case.  Every electronic voting machine, 
the vote can be changed at several points in the electronic network of vote tabulation.  Joseph 
Stalin said, "...the people who cast the votes decide nothing. The people who count the votes 
decide everything.”   
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Q Weighs In 
 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-mxo8bOApWPI/XIzvBujQDbI/AAAAAAAAzK8/wiDIuuTlmFIIiHiSg_V_xd9xU_4BDRFYACLcBGAs/s1600/tarmac.jpg
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 This Q Post (#2860) goes even further to suggest a commonly-held theory that Bill Clinton 
offered Loretta Lynch a seat on the Supreme Court if Lynch prevented an indictment against 
Hillary from happening, and notes how the investigation was dropped by James Comey soon 
after, all of which are also captured in the meme above. 
 
 The Deal of a Lifetime? 
[Tarmac] meeting not planned according to [LL] & [BC]? 
 Security reports indicate USSS (sec detail [BC] & FBI (sec detail [LL]) planned for meeting? 
SC/[LL] deal presented by BC? 
 What actions did [JC] take days after? 
 Less than a week after the tarmac meeting, [JC] announced that the FBI would not recommend 
an indictment against [HRC]? 
 Returning to the news? 
 Q  
 
 
 It can be safely said that many did not expect the outcome on November 7th, and folks 
from both sides of the political spectrum were surprised if not shocked.  Something happened 
to change the planned victory for Hillary Clinton in 2016.  Did the rigged computer voting get 
disrupted?  What happened for the change in the rigged plan?  This has to be one of the larger 
questions that we may never know the answer to be sure.  We can only speculate who, what 
and how things were changed.   
 
 All electronic voting can be hacked and votes changed.  This has been confirmed by 
computer software experts from different sources, and they demonstrated that in a Senate 
hearing more than seven years ago.  Votes may be flipped at the individual voting machine, at 
the voting precinct, at that the tabulating base, or even at the official reporting stations.  Voting 
data is ultimately run through companies in the UK before they are made public.  Keep in mind 
this is all possible in nanoseconds.  It can take place as fast as you can call up on your computer 
a site in the UK! 
 
Blessings, 
 
 
Pastor Bob,  
EvanTeachr@aol.com 
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